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The years 500-700 AD were a period of development for
Baltic communities. Settlements multiplied, material culture
flourished, and contacts with distant lands became more
pronounced. Masuria (the Olsztyn group), the Gołdap region,
Borecka Forest, the Suwałki region, the Augustów plain (Sudowian culture), the Elbląg Upland, as well as the lands to
the west of the Pasłęka river (the Elbląg group) all enjoyed
a period of particular prosperity. The local economy was
based on agriculture and animal husbandry complemented
with fishing and hunting. Settlements and their associated
burial grounds were established in accordance with specific
principles, with the sacrum and profanum separated by a body
of running water or a boggy depression.
The inhabitants of what is now north-eastern Poland
burned their dead, placing the remains in various types of
graves. In Masuria (hereafter, Mazury) these had the form of
flat graves, predominantly with urn burials. In the Elbląg Upland the dominant type were pit burials, often covered with
cobbles. In the area inhabited by the Sudowian culture the
remains of the dead were laid in burial mounds made of stone
or earth and stone. Characteristic features of the local burial
customs included horse burials, which was a continuation of
an earlier tradition.
These peoples maintained close contacts with various
regions – from Scandinavia and central and western Europe to
the eastern reaches of the Baltic Sea basin and the wooded
areas of eastern Europe. Mazury is an exceptional region in
this context, owing to the unusually pronounced presence of
elements of interregional Germanic culture (imported goods
and local imitations). Due to the stability of the settlements, the
regions inhabited by western Balts played a significant role in
the maintenance of the trade route between Scandinavia and
southern Europe. The disintegration of old cultural structures
came in the late 7th and early 8th century.

1. Introduction

The years 500-700 were a period of marked development in
what is now north-eastern Poland1. Settlements grew, material
culture flourished, and contacts with distant lands became
more pronounced, although not all regions experienced the
same degree or the same pace of changes. Mazury enjoyed
a period of particular prosperity; many cemeteries established
at the beginning of the first millennium AD – e.g., the necropolis complex in Kosewo (Alt Kossewen)2 and Babięta (Babienten)
and the burial grounds in Miętkie (Mingfen), Wyszembork,
Spychówko (Klein Puppen), Bogaczewo-Kula (Bogatzewen-Kula Brücke), Paprotki, Muntowo (Alt Muntowen), and
Zdory (Sdorren) – continued to be used. New burial grounds
were established in crudo radice in areas abandoned by the
members of Wielbark culture (identified with Goths peoples)
in the final stages of the Roman period (Godłowski 1980;
2005; Cieśliński 2010: 154-170; Nowakowski 2013). Such sites
were discovered e.g., in Tumiany (Daumen), Kielary (Kellaren),
Leleszki (Lehlesken), Wawrochy (Wawrochen), and Burdąg
(Burdungen; Dąbrowski 1975; Baranowski 1996; Nowakowski
2007; Jakobson 2009; see also: Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.)
2008; Nowakiewicz (ed.) 2011). The emergence of these
burial grounds is associated with the migration of specific
groups of Baltic peoples from the Mrągowo Lakeland to the
west and to the south. Sometimes the new settlers chose to
bury their dead in necropolises which had previously been
utilized by members of the Wielbark culture, e.g., in Bartołty
Wielkie. The settlements dating from this period are less
known and not as thoroughly studied as the burial sites, yet

at least several hamlets located in various parts of Mazury
may be identified – for example, Tumiany, Bartołty Wielkie,
and Olsztyn-Jaroty in the west; Wyszembork and Tałty in the
central part of the Mrągowo Lakeland; and Stare Kiełbonki in
the south (Mellin-Wyczółkowska 2007: 437-444; Baranowski
2009: 385-395; Dymowski et al. 2012; Nowakiewicz, Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz 2013: 38-41; Szymański 2013: 120-131).
The history of Mazury between the years 500 and 700
has held scholars’ attention for more than one-hundred years.
Due to the extraordinary abundance of elements of interregional Germanic culture observable in Mazury, the cultural
phenomena occurring in the region were mostly thought to
originate from the presence of foreign elements. The local
cultural unit was labeled masurgermanische Kultur. The theory
which implied the influence of Gothic tribes in the emergence
of this group (especially the claims that a Heruli community
stopped in Mazury on its way to their homeland) generated
much interest, as did the hypothesis about the return of the
descendants of Galindians, who had supposedly left Mazury along with the Goths, and headed south. The returning
Galindians, having learned from Germanic tribes, allegedly
created an entirely new culture, one unique in Baltic lands –
the masurgermanische Kultur just mentioned (Nowakowski
2000: 16-20; 2007: 146-147; 2010b: 31-52). Recent research
plainly indicates that it was the local Baltic peoples who had
a decisive influence on the development of Masurian society
in that period, even though the cultural impact of the Germanic world is not contested. Baltic tradition, apparent in the

1
The authors wish to express their gratitude to Paweł Szymański, PhD (Institute of Archaeology, University of Warsaw) for sharing
finds from excavations in Czerwony Dwór, site XXI, as well as to Marcin Engel, PhD (State Archaeological Museum in Warsaw) for sharing
finds from excavations in Skomacko Wielkie, site 16, and also to Mirosław Rudnicki, PhD (Institute of Archaeology Łódź University) who
kindly consented to the use of his photographs from excavations in Burdąg.
2
Prior to 1945 a part of what is now north-eastern Poland belonged to Eastern Prussia and, as such, was the domain of German
archaeologists. For this reason archaeological sites identified in this region before the Second World War have two names: the modern
Polish and the old German one. The same pertains to the Kaliningrad Oblast (Russia), where both Russian and German names are given.
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form of burials (the custom of interring the dead in flat burial
grounds which had been in use before), the multiple types
of ornaments, and forms of ceramic items, leave no doubt as
to the role of the local substratum in the development of the
settlements in the region (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008: 104-107;
2009: 408-412; 2010: 151-152).
Similarly dynamic settlement processes may be observed in the northern parts of the Masurian Lakeland and
even further north, in the Gołdap region and in the Borecka
Forest. The necropolises in Sątoczno and in Równina Dolna
(Unterplehnen) on the river Guber, as well as in Robawy and
Łężany (Loszainen) near Reszel, continued to be used. In
the valley of the Gołdapa river burial grounds have been
identified in Lisy (Lyssen), Grunajki (Gruneiken) and Boćwinka
(Bodschwingken), along with the accompanying settlements
e.g., in Juchnajcie (Juckneitschen) or Niedrzwica. The area
of the present Borecka Forest was utilized rather intensely,
as evidenced by numerous tumulus clusters dating from that
period, especially in the vicinity of the village of Czerwony
Dwór (Engel, Iwanicki, Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz 2003;
Szymański 2008; 2013: 61-76; Nowakowski 2013; Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz 2013).
The area to the north of the densely populated Olsztyn
Lakeland (i.e., the Old Prussian Lowland, in the middle Łyna
basin) has not been explored as thoroughly. The inhabitants
of the region continued to lay their dead to rest in Nalikajmy
(Liekeim), Parkoszewo (Perkau), and Poniki (Poninken), yet they
also established new burial grounds: in Bartoszyce (Bartenstein), Ardapy (Ardappen),and Markajmy (Markeim), the latter
being a large necropolis (Nowakowski 2010a; 2013; Nowakiewicz (ed) 2011). The features of these sites (e.g., graves of
warriors furnished with weapons) indicate that the inhabitants
of that region remained largely under the influence of their
northern neighbours from Sambia, where placing weapons
in graves was a widespread custom, in contrast with the
Olsztyn and Mrągowo Lakelands. One common element is
the presence of numerous horse burials in close proximity to
human remains. The lands along the river Łyna indubitably
lay on a communication route linking the Sambian Peninsula
and the Pregolya river basin with the Olsztyn Lakeland and
what is now Mazovia (cf. Nowakowski 2010a).
Another route which evidently continued to operate
led from Sambia upriver along Pregolya, passing through
clusters of sites in the vicinity of Instruch (Insterburg) and in
upper Węgorapa and Pissa, near the present-day towns of
Majakovskoe (Nemmersdorf) and Gusev (Gumbinnen), towards
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the Gołdap cluster and further, to the south, towards the
Narew and Bug river basins. Contacts were facilitated by the
convenient geographical location: the Węgorapa river valley
in the Prussian Lowland forms a wedge cutting more than
a dozen kilometres to the south, towards the confluence of
the Węgorapa and Gołdapa, which is the ‘gate’ leading to the
hilly regions of north-eastern Mazury. During the Migration Period many noticeable similarities could be observed between
the settlement clusters of Gołdapa and Suwałki. The custom
that became the most characteristic of the common practices
adhered to by the inhabitants of the Suwałki region and the
vicinity of Gołdapa and the Borecka Forest was constructing tumuli which contained many cremation graves. It must
however be noted that the Gołdap region retained a number
of local characteristics. These include distinct parallels with
cultures from the Pregolya river region, the smaller size of
stone layering of the tumulus, and the greater ‘saturation’ with
imported goods, which suggests that the above-mentioned
route could have been a means of communication between
the inhabitants of the Baltic shore and the region of south-eastern Europe (Engel et al. 2006; Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz
2007). Due to the scarcity of findings it is difficult to define
the character of the settlements which existed at the time in
the southern part of the Ełk Lakeland.
Inhabitants of the Suwałki region continued to bury
their dead in ‘multi-family’ barrow graves, large clusters of
which have been discovered in the area. It is certain that the
necropolises in Prudziszki, Bród Nowy, Wołownia, Bilwinowo,
Garbaś, Jemieliste, Krzywólka, and Bachanowo and the settlements in the cluster near Szurpiły existed in the 6th century.
The dating is confirmed by the presence of a bow fibula in
Bród Nowy and by the spiral rings with a flattened central part,
known from many sites (Bitner-Wróblewska2008; 2010: 152154). These sites most probably continued to be used in the
7th century, yet no easily dated items from that period survive.
The length of the period in which the settlement cluster
in the Augustów Plain remained inhabited is difficult to ascertain. At the present state of research it may be surmised that at
least some of the earlier sites continued to be used after the
year 500, e.g., the burial ground in Netta or the necropolis in
Sypitki. It appears that the region was populated less densely
than the previously discussed areas, while the presence of
collective barrows in the burial ground in Netta appears to
indicate the acculturation of the local community and the
adoption of a new model, one common for the Suwałki region
and the Gołdapa (Bitner-Wróblewska 2003; 2007: 115-116).

1. Introduction

more than ten items of silver and gold
were found in various parts of the village.
Their dating oscillates between the later
stage of the Roman period and the 6th
century. The items include a medallion
from the reign of Constantius II, fragments
of silver vessels, two gold necklaces, and
a polychrome gold pin. A place of cult with
typically Germanic features functioned
there in a period when the surrounding
area was filled with Baltic settlements.
Młoteczno was also the location of a burial ground established at the very end of
the Roman period and utilized for several
centuries (Cieśliński 2010: 161-170; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008: 109; 2010: 148-151).
Archeologists classifying the material traces left by the people inhabitFig. 1. An outline of the cultural situation in north-eastern Poland in the Migration Period.
ing north-eastern Poland distinguished
Source: Bitner-Wróblewska 2008, digital processing by M. Chwiej.
several so-called cultures and culture
groups. Thus, the settlement clusters
After the year 500 Baltic settlements started to appear located in the Elbląg Upland are labelled the Elbląg group;
in the Elbląg Upland and in the lands west of the Pasłęka river, the ones in Mazury – the Olsztyn group; and the ones in
ones which had previously been occupied by members of the the Suwałki region along with the Augustów Plain and the
Wielbark culture, identified with the Goths. Waves of migration Gołdap region – as Sudovian culture (Fig. 1). However, it
from the Sambian Peninsula moved west towards the lower must be noted that the territorial boundaries between these
Vistula, taking over old burial grounds of the Wielbark culture cultures are not always clear or distinct. For instance, the
(e.g., Podgórze) and establishing new ones (e.g., in Nowinka northern and eastern peripheries of the Olsztyn group are
near Tolkmicko). The necropolises in Młoteczno (Hammers- difficult to ascertain. Until recently it was assumed that the
dorf), Chojnowo (Konradswalde), Pasłęk (Preussisch Holland), Great Masurian Lakeland constituted the eastern border for
Łęcze (Lenzen), Komorowo Żuławskie, and a number of sites such settlements, yet new discoveries made at the site in
within the boundaries of present-day Elbląg testify to the active Skomack Wielki (Ostrów), located to the east of the Great
settlement of Baltic peoples in the region (Bitner-Wróblewska Lakes, suggest a wider range of penetration. The northern
2008: 109; Kontny et al. 2011: 7-8; Bogucki 2013).
border of the Olsztyn group poses similar problems, as both
The burial grounds in the area between the lower Vis- the area of Reszel and Kętrzyn and the middle stretch of the
tula and Pasłęka are indubitably Baltic in character – and Łyna river were a region where cultural influences from Mazury
both with regard to funerary rites as well as grave types and and Sambia mixed and mingled. Ascribing a specific site to
grave goods. Nevertheless, the region also yielded findings one culture or another may therefore prove difficult. Similarly,
alien to Baltic culture, yet typical of the Germanic world (the the settlement cluster located in the Gołdap region – though
western reaches of the Baltic Sea, including Pomorze). These traditionally associated with Sudovian culture – shares many
include numerous treasure troves containing Roman golden features with the material and spiritual culture of areas located
coins (solidi) and ornaments dated to the second half of the further north – in Nadruvia and Sambia. The settlements in the
5th and the early 6th centuries, i.e., two generations after the Elbląg Upland, in turn, are clearly polyethnic in character; the
burial grounds of the Wielbark culture fell into disuse in the Baltic substratum was only one of many in the region, along
region. One such deposit comes from Młoteczno, located on with Germanic and Scandinavian peoples.
the eastern shore of the Pasłęka river. Between 1873 and 1917
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2. Settlements and the economy

Fig. 2. The landscape of the Suwałki region. The settlement complex in Szurpiły.
Photographed by H. Stojanowski.

2.1. Settlements

metres above sea level, along larger bodies of running water
(at the banks of the river Pregolya and its tributaries), as well
The following section presents an attempt at using the set- as around lakes (the Masurian Lakeland). The larger bodies
tlement cluster in the area of Gołdap to identify the basic of running water passing through the region were also used
features of the settlements of western Balts in Mazury and as communication routes allowing the inhabitants of each
partially in the Suwałki region (Fig. 2). Common settlement settlement cluster to maintain close contacts. The locals
models are apparent from the period of Roman influence to the probably covered the distance between settlements overland
late stages of the Migration Period. The location of the sites along the brooks; convenient boat transport could only take
is a clear indication of such preferences as direct access to place on the larger rivers, such as Pregolya. Postglacial urfresh water or gentle terrain with distinct, well-lit promontories stromtals were also used as communication routes. Although
descending towards the water. Communities moving to the no rivers ran through them, they were easier to traverse than
region tended to establish settlements on the moraine ridg- the surrounding moraines – as proved by the case of the
es and marshlands, predominantly no higher than 180–200 area dividing the Borecka Forest (Fig. 3) meridionally, to the
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Fig. 3. The Borecka Forest.
Photographed by A. Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz.

south of the bend of the river Gołdapa (cf. Engel et al. 2006;
Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz 2007).
The remains of the majority of settlements are limited
to ceramic fragments found on the surface, lumps of mud
from the walls of dwellings, charcoal, and charred stones from
hearths. The sites differ in size; from small hamlets on hills or
promontories to vast complexes stretching over more than two
dozen acres. Most settlements feature pits described as ‘utilitarian’,

Until recently, archaeologists studying settlement models
in north-eastern Poland agreed that residential buildings with
a post structure were not erected in the region. The view was most
likely influenced by the fact that excavations were only conducted
in small parts of historical settlements. In such circumstances the
interpretation of the discovered relics is more problematic, as the
reconstructed appearance of the settlements has to be based
only on fragments of larger units. The claim of the existence of

though their actual function is not easy to define. Some of them

post structures in the region seems to find corroboration in the

appear to have been used as recessed hearths or primitive ovens.

accidental discovery of a large building with posts (it was inter-

Some were probably storage pits for keeping e.g., comestibles.

preted as such by the eastern-Prussian archaeologist Wilhelm

Very often such pits found a secondary use as waste dumps.

Gaerte), made before 1925 in the settlement of Boćwinka-Dąbie

Other types of objects include hearths – shallow pits curbed with

(Alt Bodschwingken). A vessel was found inside the ‘building’. It

stones and filled with charred matter. Post-holes which had once

had the form of a funerary urn, yet contained no remains (Gaerte,

been included in structures (presumably houses) constitute an

Toschke 1927). The finding is currently interpreted as a foundation

interesting category. Such findings have so far been identified

offering made within the structure to ensure the favour of the

e.g., in settlements in Niedrzwica-Piękne Łąki and in Boćwinka

gods and prosperity for the inhabitants. One cannot exclude the

Nowa. These buildings appear to have been residential and to

possibility that the foundations of residential structures could

have contained small hearths. In Niedrzwica several objects with

have stood directly on the ground or on stones: however, such

post-holes have been uncovered, yet the spatial arrangement of

solutions, known from ethnographic sources from northern and

the cavities did not form regular floor plans. Perhaps the holes

central-eastern Europe, do not leave any traces discernible for

are traces of shack structures (cf. Engel et al. 2006).

archaeologists.
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Fig. 4. The landscape of the Masurian Lakeland.
Photographed by K. Trela.

The settlement in Tałty in the Mrągowo Lakeland (Fig. 4),
dating back to the Roman period, differs from the sites described
above in terms of wealth. Located by Mikołajki Lake, near a stream
flowing into the lake, it occupies a part of a peninsula. Over 1,200
features were discovered there – remains of residential buildings,
hearths, utilitarian pits, waste pits, and ovens. The site yielded an
impressive number of ceramic fragments and unbroken vessels.
The extraordinarily large proportion of imported items (an iron
silver-gilt belt from Gotland, a bow fibula in Scandinavian style,
a number of coins, including a Byzantine follis from the reign of
Justinian II) testifies to the importance of the settlement, which
was not only a place of residence, but also a centre of production. Its inhabitants certainly remained in contact with faraway
regions of Europe from the second century until the end of the

7th century AD (Dymowski et al. 2012: 215-222).

Sites dating from the period of the Great Migration
also display clear regularities in terms of the spatial relation
between the settlement and the burial ground constituting
a single settlement complex. The two were located in close
proximity to one another (usually the distance did not exceed
several hundred metres) and were divided by a body of running water which could be larger or so small that in modern
times it is only discernible as a boggy depression. It appears
that the rule of separating the realm of the sacrum from that
of the profanum was strictly adhered to, as in earlier periods.

82

2.2. Ceramics from the sites
The clay vessels produced by the inhabitants of Mazury in the
period may be divided according to form and their presumed
utilitarian function into kitchen-ware and tableware. Most of
the ‘kitchen’ vessels usually found in settlement sites are
relatively simple, thick-walled pots. Such items were made of
clay tempered with coarse particles of crushed granite, which
increased their resistance to changes in temperature – both
in the firing process and in later use. The inside surface of
these findings often contains a layer of charred comestibles
– traces of cooking on hearths or in simple ovens. The outer
surface of kitchen vessels is usually rather crude, decorated
with simple ornaments made directly with fingers or cut on
the body and/or the lip. A type of pot characteristic for Mazury
features a decoration in the form of a protruding band below
the rim (Fig. 5).
The group of ‘tableware’ is much more diverse. It includes bowls, vases, and goblets. Made of clay tempered
with finer-grained particles, such vessels have thinner walls
and carefully smoothened surfaces. A small number of items
were deliberately coarsened on the lower part of the surface,
by the bottom. The array of decorative motifs is also larger:
engraved lines, stamps (incisions in various shapes, e.g.,
springs), and ornaments made with a knurl. Items found in

2. Settlements and the economy

Fig. 5. Pottery from the settlement in Skomack

A vessel decorated with a linear
appliqué. From the collection of the
State Archaeological Museum in Warsaw.
Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski.

A vessel decorated with pinching. From
the collection of the State Archaeological
Museum in Warsaw. Photographed by M.
Bogacki and M. Dąbski.

A vessel decorated with pinching – detail.
From the collection of the State Archaeological
Museum in Warsaw. Photographed by M. Bogacki
and M. Dąbski.

settlements were probably used ‘at the table’, whereas the
ones unearthed from burial grounds presumably functioned
as urns and additional funerary vessels most likely containing
food offerings for the deceased. Vessels placed in graves also
included ‘kitchen’ pots with unsmoothened bodies decorated
with pinched ornaments (cf. Szymański 2013: 38-44, 131-137,
162; Szymański in print).

The settlement in Ławny Lasek also boasted a metallurgy workshop. In the remains of a building with a post
structure and in other parts of the settlement numerous bronze
alloys were found, along with some raw material (in the form
of a silver ingot) and clay casting moulds (including a form
for a lunula pendant) (Mellin-Wyczókowska 2007: 439). The
existence of local jewellery craftsmen is corroborated by the
presence of clay crucibles containing traces of molten silver,
ones discovered in the settlement in Tumiany in the Olsztyn
2.3. Crafts
Lakeland (Dąbrowski 1975; Baranowski 2009: 391-392). Other
The making of fabrics and garments must have been a con- crafts, such as blacksmithing and horn working also flourished;
stant and inevitable element of everyday work, yet since local items of everyday use were being made of organic substances
burial customs involved cremation, it is virtually impossible i.e., wood, bark, wicker and bast fibres. Iron for the immediate
to reconstruct the fabric worn at the time by the inhabitants needs of the community was smelted from bog ore at a safe
of north-eastern Poland. Spindle whorls are among the most distance from the inhabited part of the settlement.
common grave goods buried with women; they are also found
in settlements. Remains of a loom have been discovered in 2.4. Remarks on the economy
the settlement in Ławny Lasek in the Mrągowo Lakeland. The
remains of a dwelling found there contained eleven weights, Palynologist analyses conducted in the microregion of Lake
probably elements of a vertical loom. Local products certainly Salęt in the Mrągowo Lakeland indicate that a substantial deincluded fabrics of wool and flax, as some remains of such gree of human activity took place there in the period of Roman
cloth were detected, e.g., in the burial ground of Czerwony influence. Open terrain was turned into fields and rye was
Dwór (Mellin-Wyczółkowska 2007: 438-439; Szymański 2013). introduced as a crop. Settlements multiplied and developed,
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as evidenced by the presence of coal particles originating
probably from settlement hearths and from clearing forests
to create arable fields. This process continued approximately
until the middle of the 6th century. In the years 550–600, despite the continuous indicators of human activity, there was
an increase in the amount of pollen from trees such as pine,
hornbeam, spruce, and linden, which fact suggests a progressive reforestation. The high amount of pollen from ruderal
species and crops indicates the presence of settlements and
fields, which means that the cultivation of land and the use
of pastures continued.
Rye pollen was also detected, which suggests that the
plant was grown as a crop in the region during the period of
Roman influence and later in the Migration Period. An increase
in the amount of traces of human presence in Mazury was also
identified in the period between the years 100 and 650 (in
the vicinity of Miłki) and between 50 and 500 in the region of
Staświny-Ruda and Lake Łazduny. Thus, fields and meadows
constituted a common (yet not the dominant) element of the
environment at the time.
The charred grains discovered in dwellings and utilitarian buildings in the settlement in Wyszembork included
common barley, rye, and millet. Seeds of cannabis, peas, and
turnip were also found. The seeds of weeds were identified
as cornflower, cockspur, white goosefoot, and annual knavel.
Such weeds have commonly appeared together with intentionally cultivated crops.
In the same period the inhabitants of what is now
south-western Germany brewed beer of barley mixed with
honey and common hops. Pollen from such plants was also
present in Mazury at the time. Thus, it is not impossible that
the same recipe for making beer was known to communities
from the Olsztyn group, inhabiting north-eastern Poland.
The need for ever increasing crop yields and new fields
was the most likely reason for cutting, clearing, and burning
alder forests, which grew on fertile land (further enriched by
the nitrogen produced by the trees). Alder wood was probably used as fuel in smelting iron ore; the demand for iron
tools increased rapidly in the period, due to the developing
agriculture.
Slash-and-burn agriculture necessitated a rotation in
the cycle of sowing and extensive cultivation, which required
access to sufficiently vast fallow fields. Trees were felled and
left to dry – the wood was later burnt and the ashes used to
fertilize the land. The newly created field was then cultivated
for several years, before being left fallow or used as a pasture
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area for another period of time. In the case of the microregion
of Lake Salęt the trees were felled, but not burned. However,
evidence of a shrub-fallow-type economy dating from the
Migration Period has also been found. Wood ash might have
been used as soil fertilizer.
Other indicators pointing to developed animal husbandry (cattle, sheep, and pigs) include traces of manure, or
– more specifically – remains of fungi and eggs of parasites
attacking livestock grazing on open pastures. Settlements in
the Masurian Lakeland and in the Suwałki region have also
yielded animal bones (the remains of meals). Some of them
came from domestic animals such as sheep or goats, pigs,
cattle, and horses; others from wild game which had to be
hunted – deer, roe deer, wild boars, elk, foxes, hares, and
beavers, as well as various species of fowl. Fishing constituted
a significant aspect of the economy, which is hardly surprising, given the proximity to numerous lakes and rivers. The
inhabitants of Mazury certainly penetrated inshore lake waters,
as evidenced by the prevalence of the bones of cyprinidae
fish, mainly bream, carp, and roach. Pike, perch, and tench
remains were also found, along with bones of sturgeon and
river fish: chub and ide.
The period between the years 540 and 590 is marked
by a short-term diminution of the traces of human activity,
something apparent in the reduced amount of pollen from
crops and weeds. Another noticeable change (this time related to the increase in human presence and its impact on the
environment) was detected in sediments dating to ca. the year
600. The pollen of ruderal plants and arable crops indicates an
expansion of settlements and fields. The comparison of data
from the eastern part of the Masurian Lakeland proves interesting, since it indicates a regression of human activity starting
around the year 600 in the region of Łazduny, Wojnowo, and
Miłkowskie lakes. Such information testifies to the uneven
pace of settlement processes in the lakelands. This may have
been a result of settlements becoming more scattered and
located further away from one another, but could also mean
an increase in the role of animal husbandry. Such phenomena
might also be connected to environmental changes caused by
shifts in climate. Many palaeoecological studies indicate that
the period of 450–550 brought a decrease in temperature
and an increase in humidity to northern Europe, including
the coastal regions of the Baltic Sea. This change coincides
with the start of the late stage of the Migration Period. The
sudden shift in temperatures in the northern Hemisphere is
now associated with a volcanic eruption that occurred near
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the equator around the year 536. The alleged consequences as palaeoecological sources indicate. Such observations are at
of this catastrophe included ‘the plague of Justinian’, which variance with archaeological data, which suggest that the local
spread from the western part of the Mediterranean and took cultural model went into decline in the late 7th and the early
its toll across Europe. Scandinavia was probably significantly 8th centuries. It must, however, be noted that archaeological
affected by the climactic changes occurring throughout the 6th interpretations are based primarily on analyses of items found
century and became depopulated to some degree. Average in burial grounds and may only indicate changes in funerary
temperatures and precipitation did not begin to rise until the customs and not a depopulation of the region. A stylistic
end of the 6th century.
analysis of clay vessels from Masurian settlements indirectly
Evidence suggests that in Mazury the shift in climate points to the possibility that local communities survived until
occurred ca. 540–590. It did not, however, have a profound the 9th century (see: chapter 5). Naturally, this example pertains
impact on the local population, as a plethora of archaeolog- only to the Mrągowo Lakeland, yet it nevertheless shows the
ical findings dates from that time. Settlements existed there discrepancy between archaeological and palaeontological
throughout the entire Migration Period until ca. 850, when data (Szal et al. 2014a; 2014b).
a drop in agricultural activity and animal husbandry occurred,
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3. Burial customs

In the period in question the inhabitants of what is now
north-eastern Poland burnt their dead, yet the types of graves
in which the remains were placed varied from region to region.
Thus, in Mazury flat graves were the most common, usually urn
burials, less frequently - pit graves. It would nonetheless be
difficult to present a detailed reconstruction of funerary rites
practiced in the area, as the vast majority of burial grounds
dating from the period were explored prior to 1945 and the
research results have never been fully compiled or published.
The small number of existing publications are mostly supplementary or fragmentary in character; their authors focus
primarily on material items recovered from necropolises and
not on the description of the graves themselves, which is
hardly surprising given the extraordinary, interregional nature

of these findings (Cf.: Åberg 1919; Hollack 1908; Gaerte 1929;
Engel, La Baume 1937). After the Second World War few burial
grounds dating from after the year 500 were studied, and
none was described in a comprehensive publication. Some
observations regarding funerary customs may nevertheless
be made on the basis of the known findings (Cf.: Adlung et al.
2005; Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.) 2008; Nowakiewicz (ed.) 2011).
Human remains were placed both in urn graves and in
pit graves, the former being the dominant burial type (Fig. 6).
The most characteristic and unusual form of funerary vessels
were the ‘window’ or ‘perforated’ urns – hand-built vessels
with an S-shaped or sharply profiled body with a distinctly tall
neck in which a quadrilateral aperture is cut. Two matching
apertures could also be placed on the edge of the lip and on

Fig. 6. Urns from burial grounds

Młoteczno (Hammersdorf). From the
collection of the Museum of Warmia and
Mazury in Olsztyn. Photographed by B.
Olszewski
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Kosewo (Kossewen). From the collection
of the Museum of Warmia and Mazury in
Olsztyn. Photographed by B. Olszewski.

Miętkie (Mingfen). From the collection of the
Museum of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn.
Photographed by B. Olszewski.
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Fig. 7. A ‘window’ urn from the burial ground in Tumiany.

From the collection of the Museum of Warmia and
Mazury in Olsztyn. Photographed by B. Olszewski.

Fig. 8. Cups mounted on a hollow foot.

From the burial ground in Kosewo, part of the collection of the Museum
of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. Photographed by B. Olszewski.

the edge of the lid closing the urn, creating a square ‘window’.
Such ‘windows’ were often decorated with a frame of several
engraved lines or stamped marks. The apertures could also
be round and cut in various parts of the vessels’ body – on the
shoulder, below it, or near the bottom, but also on the neck
or below the lip (Fig. 7). The vessels themselves had a rich
decoration of incised lines and stamped motifs arranged in
ornamental girdles. Cinerary urns were often embellished
with impressions of bronze spirals. The origin of ‘window’
and ‘perforated’ urns is still disputed. They cannot be derived
from the local tradition, but are certainly a manifestation of From the burial ground in Wawrochy (Wawrochen). Part of the collection
of the Museum of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn. Photographed by B.
external influences, presumably Saxon. The inhabitants of Olszewski.
Mazury maintained direct contacts with Saxon lands, so it
would not be impossible for the cultural exchange to have
reached the realm of the sacrum (Nowakowski 2004; 2007;
Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.) 2008; Jakobson 2009; Bitner-Wróblewska 2010).
A characteristic type of vessel placed in graves in the
Masurian Lakeland was that of goblets mounted on a hollow
foot (Fig. 8). These finely made, thin-walled vessels usually
had a lavish decoration of stamps and incised lines. The body
rested on a hollow foot of varying size. This vessel form is
local and derives from footed bowls known in the west of the
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Fig. 10. Ceramic flasks
From an unknown site in Warmia.
Photographed by B. Olszewski.
Fig. 9. A grave plan from the burial ground in Sławosze
(Henriettenfeld).
From the Archives of the Archaeology Department of the Museum of
Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn.

Baltic habitation area since the beginning of the Roman period.
However, some scholars perceive their shape as evidence of
Germanic influences from the south (Cf. Nowakowski 2007:
147-148). Cups belonged to ‘tableware’ and were used not
only in funerary rites (usually as additional vessels, in rare
cases as urns), but also in everyday life. Such items have
also been found in settlements (e.g., in Tałty). They could also
have constituted attractive goods for exchange or ‘export’
within the region of north-eastern Poland, as they have been
discovered outside Mazury (e.g., in Rajgród).
Typical funerary customs practiced by inhabitants of
Mazury included equipping the deceased with a substantial
amount of grave goods – mostly ornaments and elements of
attire, but also small tools (spindle whorls, knives, awls) and
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items of everyday use (combs, tongs) and pieces of horse
tack (mostly spurs, occasionally bits). Many ornament types
and elements of attire were imported goods or local imitations
of foreign designs. These primarily included various forms
of the so-called bow fibulae, which were among the most
widespread European decorative items for pinning). As in the
late Roman period, the graves did not contain any weaponry. This custom may be associated with the influence of the
neighbouring Goths, for whom the absence of weapons in
graves was a strictly respected taboo. Their migration through
Europe did not weaken this tradition; it was maintained by
Goths living in the Crimean Peninsula, in the middle Danube
basin, in Italy, and in Spain. The direct contact between the
inhabitants of Mazury and these Germanic people is apparent
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Fig. 11. Flasks from Samland

From the burial ground in former Gross Ottenhagen. From an unknown site. From the collection of the
From the collection of the Museum of Warmia and
Museum of Warmia and Mazury.
Mazury. Photographed by B. Olszewski.
Photographed by B. Olszewski.

in archaeological material and could also have resulted in
the adoption of certain customs related to sepulchral rites
(Nowakowski 2004; 2007; 2009; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008;
2009; 2010).
The earlier tradition of interring the bodies of horses
(not cremated) on burial grounds was continued in Mazury in
the period under analysis. Interestingly, horse burials were
placed in the same plane as human graves; horse skeletons
were often found directly beneath cremated human remains.
The northern reaches of the Masurian Lakeland and the Old
Prussian Lowland were regions where cultural influence from
Mazury and the Sambian Peninsula intertwined and mingled.
This phenomenon is also apparent in burial customs. The forms
of graves from that area were more similar to Sambian models: pit graves, sometimes including additional vessels, were
the dominant type, though urn graves have also been found
(Fig. 9). The charred human bones were sometimes placed in
containers made of organic substances that rarely survive the
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From former Widitten. From the collection
of the Museum of Warmia and Mazury.
Photographed by B. Olszewski.

passage of time: their presence may nonetheless be deducted
from the close arrangement of the bones. Grave goods other
than ceramics, especially ornaments and elements of attire,
were similar to those known from the Masurian Lakeland. As
in the latter region, the graves never contained any weaponry.
Burial places were marked by stones, yet the nature of such
markers is now difficult to ascertain (curbs? single stones?
cobbles?), because the upper layers of most necropolises
were destroyed by ploughing and the stones scattered. As
mentioned above, pit graves often contain miniature additional
vessels differing in terms of form and decoration (the motifs
include an appliqué of nodules, characteristic for the Sambian
Peninsula). Horse burials have also been found in this region,
usually located in a separate part of the necropolis. Horses
were laid to rest uncremated and without grave goods (or only
with a bit or a buckle); no decorative bridles have been found
(Nowakowski 2007; Bitner-Wróblewska 2010: 152, 165-176).
The burial of horses was accompanied by various traces of
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Fig. 12. A bathtub-shaped urn from the burial ground in Bilwinowo.
From the collection of the Regional Museum in Suwałki. Photographed
by W. Harasimowicz.

rituals discovered during excavation work in the burial ground
in Robawy (Cf. Mellin-Wyczółkowska, Gołębiowska-Tobiasz
2009: 569). More detailed information may be found in a further section of the present article.
Distinct Sambian influence is apparent in the burial
customs of the inhabitants of the Elbląg Upland. Here, burial
pits were usually irregular in shape, less often circular or
oval. As in Sambia, graves were covered with cobblestones
which sometimes were arranged in several layers. Apart
from human remains, skeletal horse burials were found; the
cremated remains of a deceased man were placed above the
bones of a horse, as if the dead warrior might ride his steed
into the afterlife. Male graves were furnished with weaponry – single-edged swords, javelins, or spears. This custom
differentiates this region from Mazury and the Suwałki area.
The recently excavated graves from Nowinka also contained
swords. The weapons were always placed on the north-south
axis. Other goods typically placed in warrior graves in the
region include sets of drinking vessels: horns and clay flasks.
This was probably a local variation of the custom of equipping
deceased warriors with glass cups, known in Scandinavia
and Merovingian cultural circles (Kontny et al. 2011: 116-121).
Written sources from a later period mention that the inhabitants of the region in question liked to drink mead and mare’s
milk (see: chapter 5). Such beverages – which were probably
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Fig.13. Elements of attire from the early and late stages of the
Migration Period found in the Gołdapa cluster.
Source: Engel et al. 2006.

fermented and contained some amount of alcohol – played
a part in various rituals, including funerary ones. It should
therefore come as no surprise that deceased warriors were
supplemented with a set of ceremonial drinking vessels.
These flasks are counted among grave goods characteristic for the Elbląg Upland (Fig. 10) and the Sambian Peninsula (Fig. 11). The vessels had a tall, tapering neck and a wide,
bulbous lower part of the body. Their size usually oscillated
between 10 and 17 centimetres. Such flasks are found almost
exclusively in male graves, with each grave containing one
or – in rare cases – two or more of the vessels. The surface
of the hand-built vessels was usually smoothened, in some
instances very carefully. Many of them were decorated with incised lines, comb imprints, rows of punctures and impressions
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(made with a tool with a rectangular or a round tip) or, in rare
cases, linear appliqués (Kontny et al. 2011: 112-116). Drinking
horns were made of ox horn. The excavated graves yielded
silver fittings attached to such vessels – thin, delicate pieces
of sheet metal with a lavish embossed or imprinted decoration.
The fittings discovered in grave number 85 in Nowinka are
exceptional, as they are decorated with an interlace ornament with “animal Style II”. The design echoes forms known
from Scandinavia and the Merovingian circle, even though
the item from Nowinka was most likely the work of a local
craftsman taking inspiration from foreign motifs (Kontny et al.
2011: 110-112). The custom of drinking from horns spread to
Baltic lands from Germanic territory at the beginning of the
Migration Period and was known in Sambia, the Suwałki region,
Lithuania, and Latvia. In the Elbląg Upland it appeared after
the year 500. In Latgalian and Lithuanian areas the custom
survived until early Middle Ages.
Different burial customs were practiced in the region
of Suwałki. Its inhabitants erected stone or earth-and-stone
barrows to house the remains of the deceased. The diameter
of the mounds reaches from several to more than ten metres,
while the height generally does not exceed 0.6 metres. The

construction of such an object started from deciding on the
place for the central burial, which was usually rectangular in
shape and curbed with carefully chosen flagstones. Into this
frame cinerary urns or charred remains were placed, the latter
sometimes appearing in compact clumps, which may suggest
the presence of an organic container. This defined sphere of
the sacrum was then covered with an earthen mound lined
with stones or composed of several layers of stones, and
was usually also surrounded with a stone circle. In some
cases the far outline of the tumulus was marked with a ditch
filled with charred matter and fragments of clay vessels (e.g.,
in Bilwinowo), which was presumably connected with some
rituals accompanying the construction of the tumulus. Funerary urns were also placed between the stones of the tumulus
coating, often under a covering of a flat stone, a bowl, or a lid
(Cf. Engel et al. 2006; Bitner-Wróblewska 2010).
A single tumulus contained between several and
around a dozen burials, although objects with more than
twenty burials were also found, e.g., the tumulus in Krzywólka,
site II (22 burials) or tumulus number 1 in the burial ground of
Bród Nowy (44 burials). Such collective tumuli are labelled
‘family graves’, since it is presumed that they were the final

Fig. 14. Urns from tumulus graves in Czerwony Dwór. Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of
the University of Warsaw.
Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski.
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Fig. 16. Tumulus no. 18 in the burial ground in Czerwony Dwór, the
central burial (no. 33) – grave goods.
Source: Szymański 2013.

Fig.15. Tumulus no. 18 in the burial ground in Czerwony Dwór – plan
and cross-section.
Source: Szymański 2013.

resting place of members of a single clan. Although there
are no DNA analyses which could indisputably support this
interpretation (they cannot be performed on bones burnt
on a funerary pyre), it seems the most plausible explanation.
It must also be remembered that the notion of a ‘clan’ was
not necessarily equivalent to the modern understanding of
the term; the users of the mound might have constituted
a community without being genetically related to one another
(Bitner-Wróblewska 2001; 2007: 115-116).
The vessels used as cinerary urns did not differ from
the ones found in settlements – thus proving that the realm of
the sacrum and the profanum intermingled. Typically, the urns
were hand-build pots with a deliberately coarsened surface,
especially below the shoulder of the body. Decoration was
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Fig. 17. Tumulus no. 18 in the burial ground in Czerwony Dwór, the
central burial (no. 33) – grave plans at successive stages of excavation.
Source: Szymański 2013.
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Fig. 18. Metal items from the central burial (no. 33) in tumulus no. 18 in the burial ground in Czerwony Dwór.

A pair of equal-armed fibulae. Research
conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of
the University of Warsaw. Photographed by
M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

A Breitenfurt-type fibula. Research
conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of
the University of Warsaw. Photographed by
M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

An Almgren 172 type fibula. Research
conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of
the University of Warsaw. Photographed by
M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

A pair of Dollkeim/Kovrovo-type fibulae.
Research conducted by the Institute of
Archaeology of the University of Warsaw.
Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

Buckles. Research conducted by the Institute
of Archaeology of the University of Warsaw.
Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

Belt chapes. Research conducted by the
Institute of Archaeology of the University of
Warsaw. Photographed by M. Bogacki and
M. Dąbski

rare and usually took the form of finger imprints around the
maximum circumference of the body or, less often, nodules
and linear appliqués. Relatively rare findings include pots
covered in finger ornaments arranged in patterns spanning
the entire surface, e.g., lines of impressions running both
vertically and horizontally. One vessel form typically found in
tumuli in the Suwałki region is that of sharply profiled bowls
with a meticulously smoothened surface, sometimes mounted
on low feet. Such bowls were usually found covering the urns.
Other characteristic, if rare, findings from burial grounds
in the Suwałki region include the so-called bathtub-shaped
urns, sporadically found outside of this area (Kal in the Great
Masurian Lakeland). These relatively shallow vessels were
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rectangular or oval in shape (Fig. 12). Their length (27 to 65 cm)
considerably exceeded their width (16 to 27 cm). They were
used predominantly in the Migration Period, yet the custom
probably survived until after the year 500. Their appearance
may be interpreted as a reference to skeletal burials –in the
3rd and the 4th century the Suwałki region displayed features of
biritualism, abandoned in favour of cremation burials at the end
of the 4th century (Die Balten… 1987; Bitner-Wróblewska 2001).
In contrast with regions such as Mazury, the inhabitants
of the Suwałki area buried the remains of their dead without
any grave goods. Funerary equipment is limited to individual
findings, most of which are ornaments, mainly fibulae (brooches with a crossbar at the end of the foot, massive fibulae with
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rings), but also rings with multiple coils, pendants and singular
amber beads. Items of everyday use are found less frequently,
as are tools (pincers, spindle whorls, knives, awls) and elements of horse tack (bits, spurs). Imported goods are a rarity
– examples include the digitated fibula of the Tumiany-Dour
type found in Bród Nowy. Interestingly, graves dating from the
entire Migration Period never contain any weaponry, which
used to be a common addition in earlier periods. The custom
for excluding weapons from grave goods probably spread
to the Suwałki region from Mazury. Archaeological sources
supply much evidence for close contacts between Mazury and
Suwałki in the Migration Period, especially in its late stage,
after the year 500. The clues include ornaments imported
from Mazury, the mingling of ceramic forms, influences in the
realm of the sacrum, e.g., the presence of perforated urns
in the burial ground of Bród Nowy. Furthermore, one cannot
exclude the possibility of the direct influence of the Gothic
community, as there is evidence for contacts between the
Danube basin and the region of the Baltic tumuli, to which
the Suwałki area belonged (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001; 2010).
The custom of barring weapons from funerary equipment was also practiced in the Gołdap cluster. As in the
Suwałki region, the dead were buried in collective tumuli
covered with mounds of earth and stone and surrounded
with stone circles. However, in contrast with the previously
discussed region, sites in the Gołdap cluster also include flat Fig. 19. A horse burial from the necropolis in Wyszembork.
cremation burials (pit graves and urn graves). The custom of Source: Szymański [in print].
supplying the graves with abundant goods also differentiates
the Gołdap region from Suwałki. Typical funerary equipment
consists mainly of elements of attire (fibulae, glass and amber
beads, finger rings, belt fittings), but also of items of everyday
use and tools (combs, spindle whorls). Imported fibulae and
ornaments made locally, but mirroring foreign designs (e.g.,
specific types of equal-armed fibulae), are common (Fig. 13).
In general, the vessels used as urns do not differ from those
found in the Suwałki region, although some local features
may be distinguished, e.g., protruding nodules, which are an
element borrowed from Sambian design (Fig. 14; Engel et al.
2006; Bitner-Wróblewska 2010).
Collective tumuli must have been used over a period
spanning several generations, and urns containing the remains
of deceased members of the community were successively
added to the existing mounds. This means that the stone
layering of the tumulus had to be partially disassembled and
reconstructed each time a new burial took place. This required
the participation of the local community and probably served
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to tighten social bonds and cultivate traditions. Sometimes
the burial rites were more labour-intensive and had to hold
a special significance, if they pertained to the central grave
of the tumulus. Practices related to adding burials to a mound
were documented during the excavation of the central grave in
tumulus number 18 in Czerwony Dwór, site number XXI (Fig. 15).
The mound was around 6 metres in diameter and
around 0.5 metres in height. It was surrounded with a circle
of stones and a barely discernible round ditch. The mound
was composed of sand and covered with a single (in places
a double) layer of stone. Only the area of the central grave
lacked such layering. The mound itself contained eight urns,
located to the south of the central pit; the additional burials
did not disrupt the earlier deposits. The central grave (object
no. 33) is an oval pit measuring 1.5 metres in length, 1 metre
in width and ca. 0.7 metre in depth. The inside is filled with
stones, the bottom carefully laid with cobblestones, on which
charred bones and several dozen artifacts were found (Fig. 16).
During the exploration of the mound, done with the participation of an anthropologist, eight clusters of charred bones of
eight to ten humans were found (Fig.17). Some of the bones
had initially been contained within a sack of woolen fabric,
as traces of the thread were found. Moreover, burial number
one was covered with birch bark (Szymański 2013: 88-106).
The successive burials or groups of burials were not
laid on the cobbles at the same time, since the chronological
span of the recovered artifacts covered a period of more than
100 years, i.e., three generations (Fig. 18). It may therefore be
assumed that the users of the mound either uncovered the
central grave on several occasions, or left it open (only with
a temporary protective screen) until the last member of the
group who was deemed deserving of such an honour passed
away (Rzeszotarska-Nowakiewicz 2013; Szymański 2013: 106).
The customs cultivated by the inhabitants of the present
day territory of north-eastern Poland after the year 500 and
rooted in local traditions traced to the first centuries AD include
interring horses. Indeed, in subsequent centuries this custom
spread across the Germanic world. For instance, we see it
among the Salian Franks, the most notable instance being the
tomb site of Childeric (Clovis’ pagan father) in Tournai, which
dates to the late V century. Balts had a longstanding tradition
of assigning special significance to horses in the realm of
the sacrum, as evidenced by archaeological findings from
sites dated to the last century BC and the Middle Ages, in
the entire Baltic habitation area (Cf.: Jaskanis 1966; Bliujienė,
Butkus 2009; Bliujienė, Steponaitis 2009; Skvortsov 2009).

Fig. 20. A horse burial from the necropolis in Komorowo Żuławskie.
Source: Bogucki 2009.

Fig. 21. A double horse burial from the necropolis in Komorowo
Żuławskie.
Source: Bogucki 2009.

Fig. 22. A triple horse burial from the necropolis in Tumiany (Daumen).
From the legacy of C. Engel/R. Grenz.
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Fig. 23. An iron bit from the burial ground in Tumiany. Research
conducted by the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology of the
Polish Academy of Sciences.

Fig. 24. A horn cheekpiece from the burial ground in Tumiany.
Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology
of the Polish Academy of Sciences.

Photographed by B. Olszewski.

Photographed by B. Olszewski.

The horses buried in Baltic necropolises resembled part of the necropolises, set apart from clusters of human
tarpans or koniks. They were small and stocky, reaching be- graves or on the edges of cemeteries (Wyszembork, Paprottween 120 and over 140 in wither height. All of the specimens ki-Kolonia). Modern excavations (archival data rarely offer
laid in graves were male; age was not a factor taken into such a possibility) allow archaeologists to make interesting
consideration. The excavated bones came from young, adult, observations as to the location of the horse graves within
and old horses. Some specimens were crippled or sick, yet a given site (Karczewska et al. 2009; Szymański in print). In
this does not appear to be a strictly observed principle. The Robawy near Reszel horse remains were laid in a separate
burial pits were rectangular, arranged on a north-south axis, section of the burial ground and the grave pits were arranged
sometimes with some deviation towards the east or west (Fig. in distinct rows.
19). In some instances the pits were too small to fit an entire
Both furnished and unfurnished horse burials are
horse, so some specimens could have been buried without known. In the former case grave goods include elements of
soft tissue, skinned, or quartered. Archaeozoological studies horse tack (bits, girth buckles) and grooming tools (currycombs,
suggest that horses were buried alive, sometimes bound, scissors). The riders of that time used several different types
drugged, or simply worn out (Piątkowska-Małecka 2001; of bits – bipartite or tripartite O-ring snaffle bits, or ones with
Gręzak 2007; Karczewska et al. 2009). Such practices are cheekpieces made of metal or bone. Most bits were iron (Fig.
mentioned in mediaeval sources (see: chapter 5). Some horse 23), yet bronze items have also been found. In some cases
burials were curbed with stones or covered with a stone layer. more than one metal was used, e.g., the bit recovered from
Such structures are the most common in the Elbląg Upland, grave number III in Tumiany has iron cheekpieces inlaid with
which is associated with traditions that spread to the region silver. Bits with cheekpieces made of horn are regarded as
from the Sambian Peninsula. A single grave typically contained nomadic influence and associated with contacts with the
one or two specimens (Fig. 20, 21), although burials with three Avars (Baranowski 1996; Nowakowski 2007; 2009), which
horses I n a single pit are also known (Fig. 22).
determines their dating to a later period, i.e., from the second
The location of horse graves within the burial ground half of the 6th century onwards (Fig. 24). However, recent revaries greatly. Horse remains were often found directly be- search has indicated that such elements of horse tack have
neath human cremation burials (Nowinka, Łęcze, possibly a much broader chronology and could have been used from
Tumiany), sometimes they were all located in a designated the second half of the 5th century until early Middle Ages.
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Grooming tools such as currycombs or scissors were
found mostly in Mazury; no horse burial from the Elbląg Upland
contains them. It should also be noted that other items related
to horse riding (e.g., spurs), and placed only in human graves,
although rare in the Elbląg Upland, are rather common in the
Masurian Lakeland; a small number of spurs was recovered
from Nowinka, the sites in Tumiany and Kielary yielded many
(Baranowski 1996; Kontny et al. 2007: 95-96; 2011; Jakobson
2009) . The question of whether Baltic riders used stirrups
remains unanswered. Until very recently it was assumed that
this element of horse tack became known in the region at
the end of the 8th or, more likely, in the 9th century, as a result of Avar influence. However, newly discovered archival
sources seem to indicate that Balts started to use stirrups in
the second half of the 7th century or slightly later. Findings
from the burial ground in Widitten in the Sambian Peninsula
corroborate this hypothesis – one of the graves contained,
among other things, a pair of stirrups, a bit, harness fittings,
and a so-called ladder brooch (Sprossenfibel) typical for the
Migration Period (Fig. 25). The brooch bore traces of repair,
which suggests that it had been worn for a long time. Thus, the
group of items is likely to come from the end of the 7th century
(Nowakowski 2008: 196-203, 208, fig. 9). Findings from such
an early period have not yet been recorded in north-eastern
Poland, yet one may hypothesize that if Sambian riders were
familiar with stirrups then it is possible that the inhabitants of
the Elbląg Upland knew them as well.
The equipment found in horse graves includes striking
ornamental bridles. The surviving elements are not limited
to the bit and buckles, but consist of an entire array of richly
decorated fittings for straps, tie rings, and nosepieces. Such
ornamental bridles have been found in Mazury and in the
Elbląg Upland, but not in the Suwałki region. They were
mostly made of iron, yet silver and gold sets have also been
recovered (Elbląg, Moniuszki Street; Tumiany, grave no. V).
Judging from the thinness of the metal fittings mounted on
the bridles, such items were used only occasionally, for ceremonial purposes; they could also have been made solely
as funerary goods. In some cases the surviving parts of the
horse tack (e.g., in Nowinka, graves no.: 21, 118, 121; in Elbląg-Żytno, graves no.: 10, 105, 107; in Tumiany, graves no.
:V, XVII; in Komorowo Żuławskie, grave no. 4) allow scholars
to reconstruct the appearance of the entire item (Fig. 26;
Baranowski 1996: 84-123; Bogucki 2013; Kontny et al. 2011:
19-21, 46-49). The bridle fittings made of bronze were very
ornamental, decorated with various motifs and techniques,
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Fig. 25. Grave goods from burial no. 6 in the necropolis in former
Widitten (Samland). The artifacts include a bit and stirrups.
Source: Nowakowski 2008.

such as incised lines, stamped patterns, embossed ornaments
and pseudo-filigree. Unique findings comprise elaborate
sets of richly decorated rectangular fittings crisscrossing at
different angles in a geometrical pattern (Nowinka, grave no.
118) (Fig. 27). Forms similar to these horse tack elements were
known in Scandinavia and in the Merovingian cultural circle
(e.g., pyramid-shaped connecting elements from Kobbeå on
Bornholm (Bitner-Wróblewska 2001; Kontny et al. 2011: 97-105).
Interesting findings from burial grounds in the Elbląg
Upland include what is presumed to be fragments of saddles.
Traces of organic substances tied with bronze and iron rivets
and connecting elements were found on the backs of the
animals interred in necropolises. The alleged saddles were
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Fig. 26. Metal elements of ceremonial horse tack from the burial ground in Komorowo Żuławskie.

A group of findings. Source: Bogucki 2013

A reconstruction of the arrangement of the elements of horse tack.
Source: Bogucki 2013
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Elements of horse tack in situ in the horse burial. Source: Bogucki 2013
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made of wood, mostly oak, and cushioned with leather or
bast weave. Traces of moss were also identified; it could
have been used as additional saddle padding (Kontny et al.
2009; 2011: 105-107).
The interring of horses was certainly accompanied by
specific rites, because the grave pits yield complete skeletons
as well as just skulls and limbs. Sometimes the animals were
quartered before burial, as indicated by distinct marks on
the bones and the scattered arrangement of the skeletons.
As mentioned above, some of the horses must have been
buried without soft tissues. The meat was probably eaten
during some yet unspecified sacrificial rites. The same was
probably true in the case of partial burials, including the ones
involving skinning animals before internment – this is the
current interpretation of findings comprising only the skull
and the limbs. Such burials have been found in necropolises
in various European regions, most notably in eastern Europe.
The skin of a horse with the skull and limbs still attached could
be hung on a pole during sacrificial rites. Mentions of such
practices can be found in mediaeval documents, as well as
in numerous ethnological and archaeological sources – e.g.,
from the early-mediaeval cult site in Poganowo near Kętrzyn
(Wyczółkowski, Makowiecki 2009; see also chapter 5).
In the case of many findings interpretation is no longer
possible, yet everything points to the existence of special
rituals associated with horses. Necropolises dating to the
Migration Period excavated in recent times using modern
methods have revealed interesting peculiarities in the manner

in which horse remains were laid in graves, e.g., the deliberate
disarrangement of the bones or traces of fires burning inside
the pit during funeral ceremonies (e.g., in the burial ground in
Robawy). Written sources from later periods mention beverages consumed by the inhabitants of Baltic territories – mead
and mare’s milk, presumably fermented. It may therefore be
surmised that in earlier centuries the population of what is
now north-eastern Poland, who treated horses with much
reverence, was also likely to have included the drinking of
horse milk as a part of horse burial rituals.

Fig. 27. Ceremonial horse tack from the necropolis in Nowinka.
Source: Kontny et al. 2011.
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4. Male and female attire

Fig. 28. A burial ground of the Olsztyn group located in Burdąg –
a cremation burial

Fig. 29. The funerary equipment from a cremation burial from the
necropolis of the Olsztyn group in Burdąg.

Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of the University
of Łódź din 2013. Photographed by M. Stiapanava

Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of the University
of Łódź in 2013. Photographed by Z. Dudzińska.

The most reliable sources for reconstructing Baltic attire are
skeletal burials in which each ornament and accessory is found
in the place where it was worn. Unfortunately for archaeologists, after the year 500 the inhabitants of the entire region
of north-eastern Poland followed the custom of cremating
their dead and placing the remains in an urn or directly in
the funerary pit. Accessories were put in with the bones,
making precise reconstruction of attire impossible. Burials
containing little or no grave goods offer no clues at all – such
is the situation e.g., in the Suwałki region. Collective tumuli
(discussed above) yield scarce findings of brooches, individual
beads, predominantly of amber, as well as belt buckles and
knives, most probably hung from the belt. The possibilities for
ascertaining the appearance of local dress or the differences
between male and female attire are extremely limited.

Much more data is available in Mazury, in the Elbląg
Upland, and in the Gołdapa river basin. The rich grave goods
from that region (Fig. 28) allow scholars to make assumptions
regarding the metal, glass, and amber elements worn by the
inhabitants of these lands. Naturally, it is no longer possible
to reconstruct the cut of the clothes and their decoration, e.g.,
embroidery. Findings from other Baltic territories and later
ethnographic sources suggest that clothes were made of
linen and wool and dyed red, blue, and brown (among other
colours). Elements of clothing could also be decorated with
tablet-woven garment trims, presumably featuring various
patterns.
Both men and women fastened their clothing using
brooches, usually worn in pairs. Pins used for this purpose
in the early centuries AD (especially in Mazury) had almost
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Fig. 30. Brooches with a crossbar on the foot (Schlusskreuzfibeln)
from the burial ground in Czerwony Dwór.
Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of the University
of Warsaw. Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski.

entirely fallen out of fashion. In the period analyzed they were
replaced with pairs of fibulae, different types of which were
worn by men and women. Gender-based differences are very
clear in Mazury, where graves of women yield mainly bow
fibulae modelled after foreign (Germanic) designs (Fig. 29),
whereas the majority of fibulae found in male graves were
local in style. The designs of the latter included various types
of crossbow fibulae– with a crossbar at the end of the foot
(Schlusskreuzfibe ln; Fig. 30), with several crossbars on the
head and on the foot, with a decoration featuring rings of
incised wire and a piece of ornamental sheet metal between
the rings. In the second half of the 6th and in the 7th century
Balts also fastened their garments with various types of disc
brooches, worn both by men and women. Such brooches –
round or oval in shape, often adorned with protrusions – were
usually decorated with elaborate patterns embossed on pieces
of sheet metal. In the second half of the 7th and in the early
8th century penannular brooches with spirally coiling angles
started to appear in Mazury (Bitner-Wróblewska 2009; 2010:
164-169; Kontny et al. 2011).
Female attire could be accessorized with decorative
necklaces of glass and amber beads, although such ornaments seem far less common than in the preceding period.
In some regions (the Elbląg Upland) beads constitute a rare
finding. The most common type of glass beads worn in the
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Fig. 31. Grave goods from burial no. 44 in the necropolis in Leleszki
(Lehlesken).
Source: Nowakiewicz (ed.) 2011.

period analyzed featured bulges which had a different colour
than the bead itself. Small monochromatic beads (mostly
yellow in hue) have also been found. Some burial sites only
yield individual beads. A unique finding comes from grave
number 121 in Tumiany (Mazury), where a much older artifact
was discovered among items typical for later stages of the
Migration Period. The grave contained a necklace of beads
composed of more than ten typical bulged beads and a large
(2.6 cm in diameter) disc-shaped bead of black glass decorated with spiral coils of yellow glass. It had been made in the
Roman Empire around the end of the 2nd or the beginning of
the 3rd century AD. It had found its way to Tumiany and had
been placed in a grave in the second half of the 6th century.
Thus, it is an example of reusing a foreign item, perhaps
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Fig. 32. A silver spiral ring from the burial ground in Tumiany.

Fig. 33. Silver fittings for straps from the burial ground in Tumiany.

Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology and
Ethnology of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Photographed
by B. Olszewski.

Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology
of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Photographed by B. Olszewski.

looted from an older necropolis. It is also possible that the or a pelta shield and were made of bronze or silver sheet
large, attractive glass bead had been kept as a valuable metal, richly decorated with embossed patterns. Masurian
‘family heirloom’ and laid in the grave long after it had been graves also contain binocular-shaped and horseshoe-shaped
acquired (Jakobson 2009: 57, pl. 70). The existence of such pendants, some of which were not worn as a part of a neckpractices finds confirmation in other examples from the west- lace, but hung from a belt on a leather cord. The fashion was
ern regions of Baltic territory – e.g., in grave number 44 in borrowed from Germanic women.
Leleszki an imported disc-shaped brooch made ca. the end
The period after the year 500 was not only marked by
nd
rd
of 2 and the beginning of 3 centuries was found among a decrease in the number of bead necklaces (in comparison
items characteristic for the late stage of the Migration Period with the first centuries AD); other types of ornaments also
(Fig. 31; Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.) 2008: pl. L; Nowakiewicz became less common and less diverse in terms of design.
(ed.) 2011: 286). Similarly, graves number 28 and 106 in Wólka Bracelets and neckrings were relatively rare. Sporadically the
Prusinowska contained early-Roman brooches (an enameled sites yield sturdy bracelets of sheet bronze or bronze rods with
disc brooch and a hinged one), as well as artifacts typically stamped decoration. Typical forms include simple bracelets
made after the year 500 (Nowakiewicz (ed.) 2011: 386-387, and necklaces made of wire, sometimes twisted, with a hook
Pruschinowen Wolka 033, 014, 051).
and loop fastening. Such ornaments are especially characPendants were a common addition to necklaces of teristic of the latest stage of settlement, i.e., from the second
glass beads. They could have the shape of a lunula, a heart, half of the 7th century onwards. Other types of jewellery which
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Fig. 34. A horn comb (1) with its case (2) from the burial ground in Nowinka

A copy from the collection of the State Archaeological Museum in
Warsaw. Photographed by M. Bogacki and M. Dąbski

became less intricate in design during the period in question
are finger rings. Two types dominate: simple rings of wire
(Fig. 32) and spirally coiling rings with a flattened central part,
sometimes decorated with incised lines or stamped patterns.
Both men and women wore belts fastened with various
buckles. The scarcity (or absence) of anthropological analyses conducted on sources excavated before the year 1945
does not allow scholars to group belt sets in accordance with
the gender of the wearer. Popular buckle designs featured
a cross-shaped pin and a rectangular ferule, a disc-shaped
pin and a semicircular ferule, as well as simple forms with
a quadrilateral frame and a straight pin. Some sites, especially
richly furnished graves, yield belts with rectangular openwork
fittings of varying design, featuring lanceolate strap ends
decorated with stamped patterns (Fig. 33). Small tools and
personal effects such as knives (sometimes in ornamental
sheaths), spindle whorls and pincers were worn hung from
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the belt (Fig. 34). The richly furnished graves of warriors from
the Elbląg Upland contained also the already mentioned ornamental silver fittings for drinking horns, which could also
have been worn at the belt, as a marker of social status. Male
graves also yield spurs, fastened with rivets or hooks, found
together with small buckles which used to be mounted on
the straps by which the spur was tied to the leg (Jakobson
2009; Bitner-Wróblewska 2009; 2010; Nowakowski 2007;
2009; Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.) 2008; Nowakiewicz (ed.) 2011;
Kontny et al. 2011).
As noted above, it would be difficult to present a detailed reconstruction of the dress worn by the inhabitants of
north-eastern Poland based solely on findings from cremation
graves. Hypothetical reconstruction may, however, be attempted, e.g., on the basis of the funerary equipment recovered
from grave number 147 in Tumiany (Fig. 35), where an affluent
female inhabitant of Mazury was laid to rest. She pinned her
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Fig. 35. Goods recovered from grave no. 17 in the necropolis in Tumiany (Daumen)

Source: Jakobson 2009

dress with a pair of large (7.5–7.6 cm in length) bow fibulae of was probably also worn at the belt. The grave also yielded
gilt silver, with a zoomorphic design of the tip of the foot and a piece of linen fabric, presumably a part of the undergarment
a rich relief ornament featuring elements of animal style. These (Bitner-Wróblewska (ed.) 2008: pl. XXV-XXVI; Hilberg 2009:
brooches represent the Montale-Weimar type, worn in the 233-245, 378; Jakobson 2009: 60, 177-178). Both the striking
Pannonian Basin and the eastern part of the Merovingian circle belt fitted with precious metals and the imported gilt fibulae
in the middle of the 6th century. The Masurian woman wore must have signified the high status and prominence of the
a necklace of 148 small (only 0.5–0.7 cm in diameter) beads woman buried with them. Unfortunately, the finding comes
of opaque yellow glass. She also sported a very handsome from research conducted before 1945 and no anthropological
belt. All of its elements were made of bronze: a buckle with data have survived.
a cross-shaped pin and openwork ferule, three rectangular
As regards male representatives of the elite, the person
fittings in openwork, 45 rectangular decorative plaquettes buried in grave number 17 in Nowinka (Fig. 36) constitutes
and four lanceolate strap ends decorated with incised lines. a good example. He was a man of massive frame. He pinned
An iron knife was hung from the belt, safe inside its sheath his garments with a local Baltic ladder brooch made of bronze.
of silver-gilt sheet bronze adorned with embossed nodules The crossbars on the head and the foot of the fibula were
and groups of incised lines. The openwork silver pendant with richly decorated with stamped patterns. The splendid belt he
three chains ending in smaller horseshoe-shaped pendants wore featured a bronze buckle with a kidney-shaped frame,
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Fig. 36. Goods recovered from grave no. 17 in the necropolis in Nowinka

Source: Kontny et al. 2011

a cross-shaped pin and an openwork ferule. The surface a stamped ornament and a very decorative sheath made of
of the belt was additionally decorated with 52 rectangular oak wood and covered with embossed sheet bronze with nuplaquettes adorned with series of engraved lines, a rectan- merous fittings. The high social status of the deceased is also
gular openwork fitting and three lanceolate strap ends, two apparent from the fact that he was buried with a drinking horn,
embellished with stamped patterns and one with engraving. of which only the silver fittings with a balluster ornament have
The ferule of the buckle and the openwork fitting featured survived. Traces of fabrics were also found on the brooch and
an additional ornament in the form of rivets with large semi- the element of the belt. They included twisted cords of yellow
circular heads. The ornamental belt was probably worn over linen thread and various types of woolen fabrics (one black,
outer garments, while the robes underneath could have been one dark brown in colour). Interestingly, one of these cloths
girded with a more modest belt featuring a bronze buckle with was thin, high-quality wool, which suggests that markers of
a kidney-shaped frame. The man buried in grave number 17 high status were not limited to personal effects, but included
in Nowinka was a warrior, and not just an average one. The costly attire. The man was buried with his horse; the remains
weaponry with which he was laid to rest included as many of the beast were found 15–20 centimetres below the human
as three pole weapon blades (for a javelin and a spear) and grave, complete with a bit and a set of bridle buckles (Kontny
a single-edged sword with a bronze pommel adorned with et al. 2011: 15-17, pl. VIII-XI).
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5. Contacts and connections

5.1. Scandinavia and Latvian and Lithuanian lands

there through one of the regions mentioned, presumably Mazury. Ample evidence for vigorous contacts between western
Inhabitants of what is now north-eastern Poland maintained Lithuania and the lands specified above may be found in the
contacts with many faraway lands: Scandinavia, central and numerous funerary goods recovered from grave number 73
western Europe, the Danube basin, the shores of the Black in Lazdininkai. This is the final resting place of a young man,
Sea, the eastern part of the Baltic Sea basin, and the wood- a warrior rider who was indubitably a member of the local
ed areas of eastern Europe. The nature of the relations was elite. His attire features elements typical of north-eastern
manifold (trade-related, political, and presumably also military) Poland and the Sambian Peninsula – e.g., an impressive belt
and the contacts could yield a range of results (an influx of with openwork fittings with a geometric design and lanceimported goods, stylistic inspiration, new skills, for instance, olate strap ends, a pair of ladder brooches, and a fibula of
related to fighting).
the Tumiany type with a stylized animal head at the tip of the
The inhabitants of Mazury, the Suwałki region, and foot, decorated with a relief ornament. The ornament of the
the Elbląg Upland cultivated close relations with their fellow metope on the head of the brooch, featuring blue glass inlay,
Balts, especially in neighbouring Sambia and Lithuania. The is a local decorative element added to various types of items
connections are apparent e.g., in similarities in attire, such made in western Lithuania between the 4th and 7th/8th centuries.
as the types of brooches used – late variants of fibulae with
The weapons placed in grave number 73 include a pair
rings, ladder brooches, and designs with a crossbar at the end of spearheads and a single-edged sword – a set typical for
of the foot. Such ornaments were particularly common in the warrior burials from the Elbląg Upland. Other grave goods
western and central parts of Lithuania from the first centuries included a bit and fittings for decorative horse tack reminiscent
AD or even earlier. The region remained in close contact with of findings from the Elbląg Upland and Mazury. Above the head
the Sambian Peninsula and the lands of north-eastern Poland. of the deceased man a bronze fitting for a drinking horn was
It must be emphasized that in Lithuania these fibulae types discovered (Bliujienė, Butkus 2009: 152-155). The custom of
continued to be used for a much longer period, i.e., until the 8th drinking from horns bound in metal and offering such vessels
and 9th centuries, with some simplifications and modifications as grave goods constitutes another common feature in the
in design (Cf.: Bitner-Wróblewska 2001; 2008; 2010; Bliujienė western region of Baltic habitation. It was brought there from
2006; Nowakowski 1996; 1998; 2007).
Germanic lands in the early Migration Period and was adoptThe more interesting elements of attire dated to after ed by the inhabitants of the Sambian Peninsula, the Suwałki
the year 500 include bow fibulae, which were items imported region, the Elbląg Upland, Lithuania, and Latvia. In Lithuanian
from the Germanic world or local products made to mirror Ger- and Latvian lands the custom was continued well into the
manic designs. Particularly popular in the Masurian Lakeland, early Middle Ages. The fact that drinking horns were found
bow fibulae were also worn in Sambia, in the Gołdap region, in richly furnished graves of warriors from the late Migration
and in the Elbląg Upland. The isolated specimens of such Period in the Elbląg Upland, Samland, western Lithuania, and
brooches unearthed in western Lithuania had found their way Latvia suggests similarities in the customs of the elite classes
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Fig. 37. A beak-shaped brooch from Janów Pomorski.
Source: Bogucki 2013.

inhabiting these regions (Cf. Kontny et al. 2011: 110-112). The
Scandinavia was one of the regions which for many
parallels pertained not only to elements of attire, such as the centuries had maintained close contacts with Baltic lands,
brooches and belts mentioned, but also to rituals.
including present-day north-eastern Poland. Such relations
The inhabitants of the south-eastern part of the Baltic continued in the period under analysis. Some of the types of
Sea basin – from the Elbląg Upland, Natangen and Samland, bow fibulae, so common in the area, were stylistically modelled
through Nadruvia, the lower Nemen basin, western Lithua- after Scandinavian relief fibulae. In the Baltic world the Scandinia, and south-eastern Latvia – appear to have used similar navian designs were modified both with regard to the material
weaponry, which suggests similarities in their fighting methods. and the technology used. Baltic craftsmen used copper alloys
The preferred weapons of Masurians and inhabitants of the instead of precious metals; the motifs typical of Scandinavian
Suwałki region could have been the same, yet due to the animal style became more simplified and stylized; the size of
prohibition imposed on placing weapons in graves the above the brooches shrank. Very often the process of simplification
statement remains conjecture. The basic set of arms consisted advanced in stages. For instance, the brooch recovered from
of a pair of spears or javelins and a single-edged sword of grave number 42 in Tumiany – with a quadrilateral head and
the seax type. Such swords were used across vast areas of a rhomboidal foot – featured imitations of the motifs known
western Europe and Scandinavia, yet Baltic specimens have from the brooch found in Gummersmark in Zealand (Denmark).
a number of unique features, e.g., blades that are T-shaped The brooch from grave number 28 in Kielary is, in turn, a simin cross-section. Swords from the south-eastern part of the plified copy of the Tumiany specimen. It mirrors the shape
Baltic Sea basin have common origins; they derive from battle and form of the original, yet lacks the relief ornament on the
knives used by Balts several centuries earlier. One cannot head and on the foot (Hilberg 2009: 182-188).
exclude the possibility that some variants of Baltic seaxes
Other items which were very popular in Mazury include
inspired later forms of Scandinavian single-edged swords buckles with a semicircular plaque at the base of the pin and
(Kontny 2008; 2011: 215-233; Kontny et al. 2011: 86-95).
a semicircular ferule, as well as rectangular openwork fittings
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for belts (the decorative motifs on them could be very intricate no. 37; Babięty, grave no. 109; Kosewo I, grave no. 366; see:
and varied). They bear resemblance to interregional forms Hilberg 2009: 185-195).
The ties with Scandinavia became particularly strong
known e.g., from Gotland or central Sweden, in the area of
Lake Mälar (Bitner-Wróblewska 2008; 2010; Hilberg 2009: after the year 520, where items imported from the southern
268-270).
reaches of that region (especially from Bornholm and Gotland)
The influence of Scandinavian animal style resulted began to appear in Mazury, above all in the Elbląg Upland.
in the emergence of local Baltic designs, inspired by motifs These were predominantly brooches: various types of bow
from the North, as exemplified e.g., by bow fibulae of the fibulae (Elbląg; Nowinka, grave no. 23), beak-shaped brooches
Schönwarling type. The largest number of such items was (Nowinka, grave no. 38; Komorowo Żuławskie; 2 fibulae from
recovered in Mazury (e.g., findings from Tumiany, Miętkie, Janów Pomorski – Fig. 37), S-shaped fibulae (Nowinka, grave
Kosewo). From there the brooches spread to Pomorze, to no. 41), the so-called Schnabelfibeln (Janów Pomorski, Łęcze),
the regions of Gdańsk, Samland, and Suwałki, as well as to but also decorative belt elements, e.g. the buckle from Tumiany
Merovingian Austrasia (Dourin, Belgium). Mazury and Samland (Hilberg 2009: 196-203; Kontny et al. 2011: 21, 24-25, pl. XIX,
are within the range of the eastern-Scandinavian animal style, XXVI, XXVII; Bogucki 2013). These findings correspond with
along with Gotland, Öland, and Bornholm, western Finland, the increase in Scandinavian activity along the south-eastern
and eastern-Frankish and Alemannic lands. Some scholars shores of the Baltic Sea, clearly discernible e.g., in Latvia in the
are of the opinion that Mazury was where this variant of vicinity of Grobiņa, where necropolises of newcomers arriving
animal style originated (e.g., findings from Tumiany, grave from the North were found. These processes constituted the
prelude to the emergence of Viking trading posts.
Unique findings associated with the Scandinavian
world include a fitting in the shape of an animal head made
of gilt bronze. It was recovered from grave number 78 in
Kielary in Mazury. The successive elements of the stylized
image of an animal are emphasized with an ornament in the
form of engraved lines, ribs, incisions, and beading. The eyes
are made of inlaid pieces of red glass (Jakobson 2009: 8384, pl. 164). This is a truly remarkable item, resembling the
ornaments decorating the famous richly furnished graves
of warriors from central Sweden (Valsgärde) and England
(Sutton Hoo). Such fittings were used there to decorate helmets, whereas the specimen from Kielary was reworked to
serve as a brooch and acquired a crossbow fastening. The
complex was excavated in the late 19th century, which is why
no anthropological analyses are available. However, the set
of grave goods suggests that the person buried in that grave
was a woman. The site yielded a necklace of glass beads,
penannular and billet-shaped pendants, connecting elements
for chains, as well as a ladder brooch, buckles with a crossshaped pin, and lanceolate strap ends. The burial could be
dated to the late 6th or early 7th century, which corresponds
to the chronology of the findings from Valsgärde and Sutton
Hoo (Hilberg 2009: 198-203). It presents a good example
of interregional contacts maintained by elite warriors even
though, interestingly, in the Baltic world the item changed its
Fig. 38. A Daumen/Tumiany-type brooch.
function and became an ornament worn by a female inhabitant
Source: Hilberg 2009.
of Mazury, not by a man.
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The above-mentioned crossbow fibulae of the Tumiany
type constitute further evidence of the contacts between Baltic
and Scandinavian elites. They are characterized by animal
heads rendered on the foot and chip carving ornaments on
the bow and the foot (Fig. 38). Such brooches could be made
of silver, gilt silver, or (in rare cases) of bronze. Ornaments as
impressive as crossbow fibulae may certainly be considered
symbols of status and social rank of their wearers. A casting
mould for the production of such brooches was found in the
settlement of Helgö in central Sweden, while the ornaments
themselves were recovered from sites in Öland, Samland,
Mazury (Tumiany, Wyszembork), in the lower Nemen basin,
in western Lithuania (the already mentioned Lazdininkai), in
south-western Latvia, as well as in Bavaria, in a grave complex
with typically Scandinavian furnishings (Bitner-Wróblewska
2000: 187-193; 2001: 83-87).

Fig. 39. Bow-shaped fibulae of the Olsztyn group.
Source: Hilberg 2009.

Fig. 40. Brooches found in the burial ground in Tumiany

Fig. 41. An Easter-Frankish brooch decorated
with Style II animals (Tierstil II), found in the
burial ground in Tumiany

Type Plenita-Daumen. Research conducted
by the Institute of Archaeology and
Ethnology of the Polish Academy of
Sciences. Photographed by B. Olszewski.

Research conducted by the Institute of
Archaeology and Ethnology of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. Photographed by
B. Olszewski
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Type Sarmizegetusa-Kiskörösz. Research
conducted by the Institute of Archaeology
and Ethnology of the Polish Academy of
Sciences. Photographed by B. Olszewski.
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Fig. 42. A buckle from the burial ground in Kosewo (Kossewen).
Source: Hillberg 2009.

5.2. The ‘Germanic world’

Fig. 43. A Snartemo type glass beaker found in the burial
ground in Kosewo (Kossewen)
Source Nowakowski 2001

has confirmed that the vast majority of the bow brooches from
Mazury and Warmia were local imitations, made of bronze
As noted above, there is evidence for a lively exchange be- and usually smaller in size than the originals, the design of
tween the inhabitants of Mazury and Germanic communities which had been changed in stages (the form had been gradspread over a vast territories. One proof of such contacts is ually simplified and stylized) (Hilberg 2009). There can be
that of the numerous bow fibulae (dating from between the no doubt that the inhabitants of Mazury maintained contacts
end of the 5th and the 7th centuries) found in the Masurian with many parts of southern, western and northern Europe,
Lakeland and the Old Prussian Lowland, as well as in Warmia, not only importing specific goods or ornament designs (Fig.
the Elbląg Upland, and Samland (Fig. 39). The brooches, which 41), but also emulating some decorative techniques, such as
were relatively easy to identify among archaeological material, inlay or engraving.
In female graves dated to after the year 500 and asconstituted the most characteristic element of female attire
in the Migration Period in various regions of the Barbaricum. sociated with eastern-Germanic peoples from the middle
Forms similar to the ones known from Mazury can be found not Danube-basin, brooches are often found in a characteristic
only in Scandinavia, but also in the Danube basin, the shores location, near the pelvic bone, together with a belt buckle and
of the Black Sea (Fig. 40), as well as in western European ornaments such as bracelets, earrings with almandines, and
regions, including Merovingian circle. Some of the findings bead necklaces. Fibulae constitute a very common finding,
from Mazury, especially the silver and gilt items, ought to be yet they vary in terms of style and decoration. They include
regarded as imported goods. However, a thorough analysis e.g., brooches of the Gursuf type, with a semicircular plaque
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Fig. 44. A brooch of the Mülhofen type found in the burial
ground in Tumiany
Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology and
Ethnology of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Photographed
by B. Olszewski

featuring three nodules on the head and a trapezoidal foot
(Hilberg 2009). One such fibula was found in a remote northern part of Mazury – namely, in a burial ground in Grunajki,
which is associated with the Gołdap cluster (Cf. Rzeszotarska
2007; Hilberg 2009: 400-402). Other noticeable elements
of attire found in female graves in Mazury are brooches of
the Csongrád group, decorated with spiral ornaments, with
a semicircular plaque on the head featuring five nodules.
Items originating from the Danube basin and the shores
of the Black Sea – mostly elements of attire – found in the
Masurian Lakeland (including the Gołdap cluster) had probably
arrived there along communication routes which ran from
the Danube and the Black Sea towards Mazury and Samland, connecting the Baltic Sea with south-eastern Europe.
Interestingly, the female inhabitants of Mazury did not adopt
east-Germanic dress in its entirety, but only selected elements
of it (the original attire, worn in a region located almost 1000
kilometres away, included e.g., earrings; cf. Hilberg 2009:
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94-115). Such behaviour may be treated as evidence not of
direct migration of communities from the Danube basin, but
rather of intensive contacts between the two regions. It also
testifies, if indirectly, to the nature of local Masurian customs
and aesthetic preferences.
The buckle decorated with eagle heads, recovered
from urn grave number 386 in the burial ground in Kosewo,
is an interesting item indeed (Fig. 42). Such buckles were
a characteristic element of the costume worn by the eastern-Germanic tribe of Gepids, who vanquished the Huns and
remained the main political power in the Pannonian Basin until
the 570s. The Kosewo specimen, made of bronze, is a more
modest version of decorative silver buckles worn by wealthy
Gepid women. Such items were often gilt and decorated with
almandines. Local variations of the type have also been found
in the Crimean Peninsula in richly furnished graves dating from
the 6th and the 7th century. They are traces of the migration of
Gepids from the Danube basin to Crimea and the northern
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Fig. 45. Bow-shaped fibulae of gilt silver found in the burial ground in Burdąg.
Research conducted by the Institute of Archaeology of the University of Łódz in 2013.
Photographed by Z. Dudzińska.

shores of the Black Sea (Nowakowski 2007; Hilberg 2009:
175-177). As in the case of bow fibulae, the Kosewo buckle
is likely to belong to cheaper versions of stately Germanic
ornaments, which started to appear in the western reaches
of Baltic territory in the later stages of the Migration Period.
It is apparent that such items must have been treasured in
Mazury and used over prolonged periods of time – the buckle
in question had certainly undergone repair; the surface of
the ferule is well-worn. Grave number 386 in Kosewo also
contained an imported rosette brooch dated to ca. 6th century and a pair of bronze crossbow fibulae (local products),
which testifies to the preference for combining elements of
different provenance.
The inhabitants of Mazury also took inspiration from
other parts of Germanic attire – namely, belt fittings and
buckles with a semicircular plaque at the base of the pin and
a semicircular ferule. Such forms appear in the region alongside local buckles with a cross-shaped pin. Belt elements of
the former type are frequently found e.g., at sites associated
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with the Merovingian circle, which had a powerful influence
on the elites in central and northern Europe in that period.
At the end of the 5th and at the beginning of the 6th century
centres of authority emerged in Scandinavia, accompanied by
a class of ‘aristocracy’ – it was a model inspired by solutions
used in the Merovingian state. The richly furnished graves of
the ‘aristocracy’ contain Merovingian items, e.g., glass vessels
produced in workshops in Rhineland in the 5th century. Such
goods also made their way to Mazury, the Elbląg Upland, and
Samland. The burial ground in Kosewo (grave no 14) yielded
a Snartemo-type glass beaker with applied trail decoration
(Fig. 43). At the shores of the Baltic Sea such beakers became
luxury goods – a similar specimen was found e.g., in the burial
ground of Pervomajskoe in the Sambian Peninsula and in the
Masurian settlement in Ławny Lasek (Mellin-Wyczółkowska
2007: 444; Nowakowski 2007: 146; Bitner-Wróblewska 2008).
Before the year 1945, the necropolises in Tumiany
and Kielary in the Olsztyn Lakeland yielded at least a few
specimens of imported Merovingian bow fibulae made of
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precious metals. These represent a number of different types:
Anguilcourt-le-Sart/Monceaux – with a semicircular headplate and five nodules, inlaid with almandines; Troyes – with
a semicircular headplate decorated with adjoining nodules
in the shape of eagle heads; Sontheim – with a semicircular
headplate embellished with a band of adjoining nodules and
an oval foot; Montale/Weimar – with a rectangular headplate
and an oval foot decorated in animal style; and Mülhofen – with
a rectangular headplate and an oval foot decorated with an
incised geometric ornament (Fig. 44; Hilberg 2009: 209-261).
In recent years a pair of small type Sontheim brooches of gilt
silver was found in a richly furnished female grave (number
9) in Burdąg, along with openwork belt fittings, a buckle with
a cross-shaped pin, a bell-shaped bronze pendant on a chain
(typical for eastern Europe) and a necklace of glass beads
(Fig. 29, 45; Rudnicki 2014). The original specimens of the
mentioned artifacts should be dated to between the middle
of the 6th and the end of the 7th centuries. This was a period
when the Merovingian state expanded to the east, encompassing the present-day territory of central Germany, Bavaria,
Thuringia, and Saxony. Most of the imported bow fibulae found
in Warmian and Masurian sites from that period must have
come from the eastern reaches of the Merovingian empire.
In later periods the number of foreign ornaments decreases
significantly; local products constitute the majority of findings.
The cinerary burials give no indication as to the manner
in which specific ornaments were worn, yet the sets of different pendants (e.g., spectacle-shaped and horseshoe-shaped),
chains and connecting elements for chains found in graves in
the region bear much resemblance to the pendants, beads,
and fittings hanging at the belts of Germanic women, e.g., Allemanic, Lombardic, and Frankish, even though some of these
ornament types have also been found in Slavic graves (Cf.:
Die Franken… 1997; Rudnicki 2006; 2011; Bitner-Wróblewska
2009; Jakobson 2009).
The people of the Olsztyn group presumably adapted
some elements of the sacrum of the Germanic world, e.g.,
the use of the already discussed urns with perforations or
apertures, a custom which probably spread to Mazury from
Saxon lands. Equivalents of some decorative motifs found on
funerary ceramics, e.g., various types of stamped ornaments,
may be found in the style of vessels produced in vast areas
of western and northern Europe, as well as in Gepid ceramics
from the Pannonian Basin and the Danube river basin. Such
vessels appear alongside pots with traditional local decoration,
e.g., finger impressions or various incised motifs.
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5.3. The Avars
At the end of the 6th century the partners for contacts with the
Pannonian Basin changed – the Avars with their well-organized
military managed to subjugate all other peoples living on the
northern shores of the Black Sea and conquer the Pannonian
Basin, becoming a direct neighbour of the Frankish kingdom.
Findings such as the openwork round pendant recovered
from Kielary may testify to some indirect contacts between the
inhabitants of Mazury and the Avars, who hailed from central
Asia and spoke a Turkic language. These ornaments are interpreted as an element of Germanic female dress, observable
both in the area of the Merovingian cultural circle and in the
Pannonian Basin, i.e., the territory seized by the Avars from
the Germanic tribe of Gepids. However, the specimen from
Kielary resembles the types of ornaments worn only within
the borders of the Avar Khaganate (Rudnicki 2011: 119-121). The
group of artifacts which may be associated with Avar provenience also includes iron or bronze buckles with a narrowing
frame, a strap ending with a scale ornament recovered from
grave number 6 in Kielary, and horse bits with cheekpieces
of horn (Przebród). For Europeans, the horse tack elements
were the most attractive ‘export commodity’ the nomads could
offer. They had been using saddles with stirrups from the
middle of the 7th century onwards (Cf. findings from Widitten,
discussed above; Baranowski 1996: 82-84; Nowakowski 2000:
18-19, fig. 5; 2007: 153; 2008: 199); the new elements of riding
equipment proved very effective, especially in battle, as they
increased the strength of any blow delivered by a mounted
warrior and facilitated the use of bows in combat.
It may be assumed that some Avar influences apparent
on artifacts found in Mazury and in the neighbouring Baltic
lands are a result of contacts dating back to the period when
the Pannonian Basin was inhabited by Germanic tribes. The
political and ethnic changes that occurred in the region had
a profound effect on the character of the items imported from
there. There is, however, no evidence for the physical presence of Avars in western Baltic territory, though one cannot
exclude the possibility that they did penetrate what is now
southern and central Poland.
5.4. Finnish connections
An analysis of the foreign contacts maintained by the inhabitants of north-eastern Poland also ought to mention more
remote reaches of eastern Europe, most notably the Finnish
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area of habitation. Although still underrated, these links were
significant in the first centuries AD and after the year 500. Their
existence may be illustrated using the example of penannular
brooches dated to the late Migration Period.
Penannular brooches belong to the most popular ornament forms used throughout the Baltic world. The enameled
specimens date from the Roman period; they were not widespread and ceased to appear after the 4th century. The peak of
popularity of penannular brooches came several centuries later,
in the early Middle Ages, when they became one of the most
characteristic and diverse types of artifacts. It appears that such
ornaments were also worn in Mazury in the Migration Period.
Sites in the region yield simple specimens with spirally coiling
ends, made of iron or bronze. Most brooches are quadrilateral
or sometimes round in cross-section. The largest specimens
reach ca. 6 centimetres in diameter, the smallest ones measure
less than two centimetres. Exceptional items include the brooch
recovered from Tylkowo – it had a flattened, quadrilateral body
decorated with rows of stamped triangular ornaments.
Penannular brooches reappeared in Mazury several
centuries after the enameled specimens ceased to be used.
This raises the question of how such ornaments began to be
known in the region in the late Migration Period, given that
the earliest examples of similar items recovered from other
Baltic territories are dated to the late 8th and early 9th century.
In north-eastern Europe, in the Novgorod region, by Lake
Ladoga and in the Volga basin, the first penannular brooches with coiling tips appeared not until the 10th century. The
chronology of the earliest specimens from Gotland and Birka
is similar. The only similar item dated to an earlier period (the
second half of the 8th century) comes from Bornholm.
Only in the cultural circle of the Finns had these brooches remained in constant use since the late Roman period.
After enameled penannular brooches ceased to be made, the
inhabitants of these regions wore broad, flat fibulae with tips
in the form of indistinctly marked discs, as well as brooches
with spirally coiling tips. The latter type remained popular in
the Viking period. Many penannular fibulae with coiling tips
have also been found in areas associated with the Oka-Ryazan
culture – the westernmost region inhabited by the Volga Finns.
The sites of that culture, mostly necropolises yielding various
grave goods, are located in the basins of the right-bank tributaries of the river Volga – i.e., Oka and Sura. The timeline for
the Oka-Ryazan culture includes the late Roman period and
the Migration Period until the 7th century (Bitner-Wróblewska
2011: 548-561).
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Numerous scholars emphasize that the inhabitants of
that region maintained contacts both with their closest neighbours from the upper Oka basin and what is now Belarus, but
also with remote areas in the middle Dnieper basin, the Pontic-Caspian steppes, the area of present-day Poland and the
south-western regions of the Baltic Sea basin. Artifacts associated with Oka-Ryazan culture includes penannular brooches
of the analyzed type – quadrilateral or round in cross-section.
The reliably dated complexes suggest that such ornaments
appeared in the region at the end of the Roman period and
remained very popular throughout the entire Migration Period.
It appears that the inhabitants of the Oka and Sura basins
played a vital role in the ‘return’ of penannular brooches to
the regions near the Baltic Sea. At the very beginning of the
early mediaeval period such ornaments started to be worn
by both Finnish and Baltic peoples inhabiting these areas.
The fashion for the simple design then spread to a part of
Scandinavia and the eastern-Slavic cultural circle.
5.5. Slavs
Slavs entered the European stage at the beginning of the 6th
century (see: chapter 2). The issue of the contacts between
the inhabitants of Mazury and Slavic peoples has not yet been
thoroughly described. The number of findings which could
be regarded as evidence for direct communication with early-Slavic culture is still very small. One possible explanation is
that trade involved items of everyday use rather than symbols
of status. The fact that scarcity of findings is regarded as one
of the characteristic features of early-Slavic culture may also
constitute a problem.
The items of everyday use which might be considered
the ‘trademark’ of early-Slavic culture are clay pots. The
possible influence of Slavic pottery on Baltic ceramics is still
a matter of discussion. Some scholars emphasize that such
influence is often overestimated and should be considered
a marginal phenomenon and not a distinctive trend. The
general similarity of the vessels from both cultures (hand built,
made of similar material and similar in technical properties)
could be explained with conservatism and resilience to foreign influence (Nowakiewicz 2006; Nowakiewicz, Wróblewski
2010: 508-519; Szymański 2013: 133-163).
A number of artifacts recovered from Mazury bear
much resemblance to items found in sites associated with the
Penkovka culture, which encompassed the middle Dnieper
basin. These items include e.g., heart-shaped, trapezoidal,
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hat-shaped, and double spiral pendants, as well as the most of the woods of central Europe and the eastern part of the
characteristic late types of bow fibulae. The influx of such Baltic Sea basin. Small groups may have even penetrated
goods should probably be associated with the Pannonian neighbouring regions. However, archaeological material that
Basin and the north-western shores of the Black Sea. These would confirm such phenomena has not yet been found. Be
regions were occupied by successive waves of Slavic com- that as it may, the settlement model observable in Mazury
munities, migrating, among other places, from the area of at the beginning of the early Middle Ages, with strongholds
the Penkovka culture (Cf.: Nowakowski 2007: 153; 2009; as hypothetical focal points for the community and burial
Rudnicki 2011).
customs yielding little archaeological material (see: chapter
It should be noted that contacts between these peoples 5), may serve as evidence that the inhabitants of the region
must have taken place, given the fact that for several centuries adopted the traditions of their Slavic neighbours.
the two cultures inhabited neighbouring areas on the verges
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up upon them. We have thought it better to point this out to
you, lest you should imagine that your supposed secrets have
escaped our knowledge.
We send you some presents by our ambassadors, and
shall be glad to receive further visits from you by the road
which you have thus opened up, and to show you future
favours.” (Variae… 1894; cf. Kolendo 1992).
Scholars have made many attempts to explain the presence of so many elements of interregional Germanic culture
found in such vast areas. The phenomenon, unprecedented in
this part of Europe, seems even more surprising given the fact
that the neighbouring regions of central and northern Poland
have so far been regarded as largely uninhabited (findings
dated to the 5th century are very scarce, and those from the
6th century appear even less frequently). The abundance of
imported items or foreign influence in Mazury was sometimes
presented as the result of trade (involving not only amber, but
also furs, wax, or slaves) or political contacts related to the fact
“King Theodoric to the Aesti.
that Germanic tribes were returning from the south to their
It is gratifying to us to know that you have heard of our Scandinavian homeland. Mazury would be a transitional area,
fame, and have sent ambassadors who have pressed through a relatively densely populated region surrounded by the empty
so many strange nations to seek our friendship.
vastness of central Europe, a stop on migration trails and the
We have received the amber which you have sent us. roads used by itinerary craftsmen and merchants. The route
You say that you gather this lightest of all substances from the connecting the western Baltic lands with the Danube basin
shores of the ocean, but how it comes thither you know not. could have run from the lower Vistula basin to the Pannonian
But, as an author named Cornelius [Tacitus] informs us, it is Basin. After some of the eastern-Germanic tribes (Przeworsk
gathered in the innermost islands of the ocean, being formed culture and the Wielbark culture) moved to the south, the
originally of the juice of a tree (whence its name succinum), members of the Olsztyn and Elbląg groups inherited their role
and gradually hardened by the heat of the sun.
in the contact between the north and the south of Europe. It
Thus it becomes an exuded metal, a transparent soft- must be noted that the people from the Elbląg Upland would
ness, sometimes blushing with the colour of saffron, some- have been a more natural participant in the communication
times glowing with flame-like clearness. Then, gliding down along the Vistula estuary, yet sites associated with this culture
to the margin of the sea, and further purified by the rolling of show mainly evidence of contacts with Scandinavia, while
the tides, it is at length transported to your shores to be cast items originating from the Danube basin are rare.
There is an ongoing discussion regarding the nature of the
contacts between the peoples of the Olsztyn group and the
remote areas of central, western, and eastern Europe and
the routes by which the various foreign goods arrived in
Baltic territory in the 7th and in the first half of the 8th century.
A number of scholars point to the amber trade – in the period
in question the ‘gold of the North’ was not as popular as in
Roman times, yet remained a desired commodity. Despite the
difficulties related to the turbulent political situation, amber
was probably being brought to southern Europe by a route
connecting the Baltic Sea with the Adriatic. One source which
may prove relevant in this context is the famous letter of King
Theodoric to the Aesti, written by Cassiodorus, who was an
administrative servant at the court of Ostrogoth kings in Ravenna between 514 and 517. The letter is often interpreted
as an exercise in style, yet one cannot exclude the possibility
that it was based on some authentic event. It reads as follows:
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However, the role of the south-eastern shores of the
Baltic Sea resulted primarily from its unique political situation
between the 5th and the 8th centuries. In the late Migration
Period, especially after the end of the 5th century, the regions of
Mazury, the Elbląg Upland, and Samland had a stable, well-developed network of settlements, far away from the turmoil that
was happening elsewhere in Europe. It was a safe zone for
trading good and services; its inhabitants proved to be reliable
and predictable partners and intermediaries in commerce,
ensuring the safety of trade routes. The roads were probably
travelled by inhabitants of very distant regions: Scandinavia,
the Merovingian lands of western Europe, the Pannonian and
the Danube Basins, the Pontic-Caspian steppes, as well as
the middle and upper Dnieper basin.
The amount of Migration Period sources recovered
from Polish territory has grown significantly in recent years,
especially in Kujawy, where many aspects of interregional
Germanic culture may also be observed. Perhaps Kujawy acted
as another centre benefiting from far-reaching trade relations
in the Migration Period. This would put the Olsztyn group in
a slightly different light – perhaps it was not as isolated as
previously assumed.
The circumstances of the decline of this cultural phenomenon are not fully clear. Some findings, e.g., the follis
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from the reign of Justinian II recovered from the settlement
in Tałty, point to continuous habitation at the end of the 7th
century. Individual imported items and a small number of
grave complexes dating from the early 8th century have been
found both in Mazury and in the Elbląg Upland. It is sufficient
to mention the youngest of the artifacts from the necropolises in Nowinka, Kielary (a fitting with a scale ornament)
and Prusinowska Wólka. They testify to the survival of some
communities, probably small in numbers.
The Suwałki region and other areas of north-eastern
Poland have yielded no findings which could be confidently
dated to after the middle of the 7th century. The lack of burial
grounds from this period is often explained with changes in
funerary customs, which no longer left any discernible traces.
Research conducted in settlements is still insufficient, partly
as a result of our inability to date commonly appearing items
such as ceramics. Biological data (e.g., palynological studies)
do not suggest any dramatic decrease in the number of
settlements occurring before the year 850. During this mysterious period the settlement and cultural model observed in
the region underwent significant change, which fact opened
a new chapter in the history of north-eastern Poland.
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